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I’m writing this newsletter as the weather forecast for the bank holiday weekend 
promises one of the warmest May Day bank holiday weekends for quite some 
time. So, what ever your plans for the long weekend I’m hoping that the weather 
forecasters are right and that we will be able to enjoy some sunshine!

It’s been a brilliant week in the academy this week, the highlight of which was our 
Careers Fair on Wednesday evening. We hosted an array of different providers, 
from our own 6th Form (more of that below), to 6th form colleges, universities 
and a range of apprenticeship providers. What was interesting was not just the 
questions coming from our own pupils but from our parents and carers as well. We 
had thought about running the event during the working day, with just pupils from 
the academy in attendance. But seeing so many of you able to join your sons and 
daughters at the event on Wednesday evening sealed 
the deal for us: we wanted to be able to give you the 
opportunity to ask as many questions as you needed 
to about the careers on offer, and that’s exactly what 
you did! I don’t think any of our parents picked up new 
roles on the evening – but I guess you never know… 
What was brilliant though was how confident our 
young people were at quizzing the employers. The 
speed dating room, where pupils had to work their 
way around the different employers on different 
tables asking a range of questions, was one of the 
most popular items on offer. Whilst they may not 
have been employers or industries which our pupils 
had considered, the chance to quiz people about their 
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jobs and companies meant that we can be confident that many more of our pupils 
have thought about industries which they probably didn’t even know existed!

And so, to our own 6th Form. I wrote to all parents and carers earlier this year to 
let you all know that we had had to take the decision to suspend our 6th form in 
September 2018. At the time I did say that we would be suspending for one year 
only, and that we were hoping to offer places to Y12 pupils in September 2019. I 
can now confirm that we have a fantastic array of courses to offer to our current 
Y10 pupils when they commence Y12 in September 2019. We are offering both 
A Level courses and BTEC vocational courses, all taught by our teachers here at 
Shenley from September 2019. Many of our pupils took home a copy of our new 
6th Form Guide to courses from the careers fair on Wednesday evening, but if you 
would like to have a look at our offer online please visit: http://shenleyacademy.e-
act.org.uk/sixth-form/welcome-to-the-sixth-form/

We will be organising a number of events both during the school day and out 
of hours between now and the end of this academic year to introduce our own 
pupils to our 6th Form. We hope that you will support us in ensuring that our 6th 
Form continues to flourish and grow from September 2019 onwards. A vibrant and 
exciting 6th Form is an important part of education offer which we make to our 
local community.

Finally, I want to draw your attention to a change which we will be making over the 
next few weeks. We have long supported homework through the use of the ‘Show 
My Homework’ website. It’s a great tool to be able to let you know what homework 
has been set for your sons and daughters. However, we will be changing to a new 
website over the next few weeks to combine both the ability to be able to see 
homework, alongside the ability to see positive behaviours, negative behaviours 
and view and purchase from our virtual reward shop. Feedback from many of you 
tells us that you want to know more about what is happening in school, without 
the need to log into a number of different places, or view different websites. Class 
Charts combines our information from school into one easy to access portal for you. 
You can see what homework has been set, and in the longer term you will be able 
to view the positive and negative behaviours, detentions and rewards in the virtual 
reward shop which your son or daughter have accumulated. You can download an 
app on either Android or iPhone to make this process even easier, and indeed this 
will then send you notifications when there is a new message for you. Mr Berry will 
be writing to you shortly to let you know more about the roll out of this new update, 
and we are confident that it will make accessing information even simpler than it 
has been previously.

With best wishes,
Lucy Monk
Headteacher

On the 2nd May, Shenley 
Academy hosted our very 
first Careers Fair which 
was a wonderful success. 

Over 157 students, 
alongside family and 
friends, came along to 
learn all about the options 
available to them in the 
future. 

Motivational Speaker Errol 
Lawson was a hit and 
many students left the 
theatre feeling inspired. 
In the Drama Studio, 
we had our very own 
careers “Speed Dating” 
event, where students 
had the opportunity to 
sit and talk to a variety 
of professionals from 
numerous backgrounds, 
including apprenticeships, 
graduates, students, 
teachers, business owners, 
directors and management 
trainees. 

In addition to this, 
companies such as EEF 
and Birmingham Electrical 
Training gave great 
advice on apprenticeships 
and training schemes. 
Furthermore, Shenley Sixth 
Form, Solihull, Halesowen 
and  Bournville colleges 
inspired students with their 
post-16 options. Local 
universities also attended, 
to chat to about courses, 
university life and give 
advice on how to apply. 
Students also had the 
chance to learn about a 
variety of apprenticeship 
programmes and employers 
during this event. The RAF, 
Shakespeare Martineau, 
RDC dance, BCFC, KPMG, 
The Rep, CBSO and 
Modelez to name but a few 
were present to encourage 
our students to think longer 
term about their future 
plans.

SHENLEY CAREERS FAIR 2018

‘Good careers guidance is 
critical if young people are 
to raise their aspirations 
and capitalise on the 
opportunities available to 

them’

Lord Sainsbury, foreword 
to the Gatsby Report on 
Good Careers Guidance, 

2013

Here at Shenley, we are ambitious for our pupils both in the classroom and beyond: 
we want the education that they receive here to lead to fulfilling careers and create 
and appetite for lifelong learning. The Shenley Careers Fair was intended to address 
two key aims: 

• Every pupil should have multiple opportunities to learn from employers about 
work, employment and the skills that are valued in the workplace. 

• All pupils should understand the full range of learning opportunities that are 
available to them. 

By hosting this event, we hope that we have given our students plenty of inspiration 
and belief with regards to their future pathways.
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We had some excellent feedback from our students, here’s what a few had to say 
about the careers fair:

‘I have been able to find out which courses I 
might like to do at university.’

‘I actually now understand what an 
apprenticeship is and it is a pathway I think I 

might take in the future’
‘I have managed to find work experience 

already for next year!’

 ‘The evening was really inspiring and has 
made me focus on what I need to do to get to 

my future career.’
‘There was so much information available 
and it was brilliant that you could actually sit 
and speak to people in different businesses 

and companies.’

Before Easter the mathematics department ran its second annual maths week to 
coincide with pi day. This year it was bigger and better than ever. The number of 
students who participated in the maths weeks activities was up 200% from the 
previous year. On Monday Hollie Griffiths won the prize for using her estimation 
skills to guess the number of sweets in a jar. On Tuesday Louis Davies won a 
football for correctly locating the ball on a coordinate grid. Wednesday was pi day, 
150 students correctly recalled pi to 10 decimal places and they each won a pie. 
Guess the number of triangles in a diagram was won by Sam Palett on Thursday. 
Bethany Waller was the final winner of the week who correctly solved the equations 
to win an Easter egg. During maths week the department ran a Hegarty Maths 
competition whereby the students in each year group who answered the most 

Hegarty quiz questions would win a prize. 
The following students were the winners in 
their respective year groups: Subhan Jahangir 
(Year 7), Dominic Gamble (Year 8), Ashfaq 
Rohan (Year 9), Daeshinnel Gordon (Year 10) 
and Mia Lennon (Year 11). In total the students 
of Shenley Academy correctly answered 7837 
questions. Well done to all students who 

participated in maths week!

SHENLEY CAREERS FAIR 2018
WHAT DID OUR STUDENTS THINK?

Mathematics News

Helping your child make even more progress… Planning even more inspiring, 
exciting and challenging lessons…

At the start of the academic year, I shared some important information with you 
about how students’ day-to-day work would be marked in their exercise books 
and how they would receive feedback on this work.  I’d now like to give you an 
update on how this has been going…

Inspire.  Aspire.  Achieve.  As we all know, this is what underpins all that we do to 
support our students to gain confidence, grow and succeed throughout their time 
with us.  In order to do this, we feel very confident, through extensive research, 
that we have found the most effective way to give students feedback on their 
written work, in their exercise books, that they produce daily in lessons.

So firstly, here is a reminder on how we give feedback to our students.  

Previously students received written feedback from their teacher on their written 
work every fortnight or six lessons.  Students then would respond to their teacher’s 
written feedback the following lesson to make improvements and hopefully make 
progress.  However, on average, it took a teacher between 3 and 5 hours to 
mark just ONE set of exercise books which meant that written feedback could be 
genuinely delayed, through no fault of the teacher (don’t forget that teachers teach 
MANY classes), and was not always as timely or meaningful as it could be because 
there was not enough hours in the day to keep up-to-date with marking. 

Therefore, to solve this problem, since September, teachers have been able to read 
students’ written work, regularly and timely, but rather than give students written 
feedback, teachers have been making notes using a note-taking pro forma (one per 
class) based on the findings of the written work of the class as a whole.  Through 
making just one set of notes, teachers have been able to quickly and effectively 
see how well students are progressing in their lessons and it has informed the 
planning of the following lessons.  Don’t worry though, teachers still keep their 
own record of how individual students are performing in their class, it’s just not 
written down in an exercise book.  Therefore, please do not be alarmed if you 
have not seen written feedback in your child’s exercise book; rest assured, it has 
been read; action has been taken, i.e. teachers have made their own notes not 
recorded in the exercise book, and verbal feedback has been given to your child 
on what they have done well and how to succeed even further. 
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It is important to let you know that students will still receive written feedback for 
any formal assessments and examinations they take.

Here are what some of our teachers have said about these changes:

    
    

During this term, I am going to take some more feedback from our students to see 
what they think about these changes.  Thank you for reading and I’ll update you 
further at the end of the year.

Mrs Bennett

Assistant Principal

Not only are 
students more engaged with the 
feedback and acting on advice, 

but I also have more time to plan 
engaging and personalised 

lessons. 

Not only has it saved time, it 
has had a greater impact on the 

quality of students’ work. 

They actually have to think about 
the feedback given to them and 

whether it is applicable. Makes the student 
a bigger part of the feedback 

process.  

Dear parents/carers we would like to bring your attention to a new social media 
app that students seems to be using. House Party allows up to 8 users to talk via 
video simultaneously and if the privacy settings aren’t enabled effectively, friends 
(and friends of friends) can join and leave the chat at any point. We have already 
had an issue brought into school caused by name-calling and unpleasantness on 
this app.
 
More info below,
 
https://netsanity.net/what-is-house-party-app/
 
“Houseparty - Group Video Chat  is a video-focused social media app. Friends 
(and friends of friends) can communicate with each other via live video and texts. 
Because there’s no screening and the video is live, there’s always the possibility of 
inappropriate content for children, but that will largely depend on the friends who 
are communicating. Parents should note that users can send links to their profiles 
on the app via a text message to whomever they want, and it’s possible to take a 
screenshot -- even of private groups -- and share it.“
 
Can we please remind parents/carers that it is your responsibility to monitor 
your child’s internet and social media conduct to ensure they are being safe and 
responsible. For further information please refer to the following websites:
 
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/parents-and-carers/resources-parents-
and-carers

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/ShareAware

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

https://www.internetmatters.org/

Houseparty Logo
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Performing & Creative Arts Performing & Creative Arts

On Friday 27th April 2018 Shenley Academy held a sponsored dance-a-thon in 
celebration of International Dance Day.
Students were given a lot of responsibility when it came down to choosing the 
dances that would make up the running order. Many of the chosen dances were 
created during extra-curricular dance clubs, some of which were performed as part 
of Dance Fusion (Shenley Academy’s annual dance showcase) whilst others were 
created by the students in their own time. As a result, the running order was just 
short of 50 individual dances!
As this was a sponsored dance-a-thon, we would need to repeat the running order 

as many times as necessary throughout the school 
day without taking any breaks. We performed to a 
huge selection of other sutdents and teachers as 
they were given the opportunity of supporting the 
event by being our audience throughout the day. The 
audience numbers were high throughout the day, 
however there were a few moments (during lesson 
changeovers) that there were only a few people 
in the audience. Despite this, we maintained our 
performance standard and managed to repeat the set 
3½ times!

To make this event a success, 100% effort had to be put in by teachers and students 
from the dance department as well as the school as a whole. It was a group effort 
and the hard work paid off.
Overall, the event was a huge success. All students demonstrated professionalism 
both on and off stage and made sure that the show 
was worth watching. It was a great experience and 
it gave students a chance to showcase their talents.

Report by 
Charlotte Boate Y10

Music Extra-Curricular Re-Launch

If you have instrument lessons at Shenley Academy you are expected to attend at 
least one extra-curricular group each week. This will really help you progress on 
your instrument by playing as part of a group with other students from other years. 
This will also increase your chances of being considered for off timetable events 
and trips and to take part in performances. 

These groups are also open to non-lesson students.

• All vocal students to come to Acapella on Mondays after school 3:15-4:15 and 
Choir on Thursday at  10:45-11:30 both with members of the music service.

• All string, woodwind and brass students to attend Orchestra with myself on 
Tuesdays 3:15-4:15.

• *NEW* Shenley House Band for all Keyboard, guitar and drums students on 
Thursdays 3:15-4:15 to create ensembles to perform your favourite pop tracks 
as a band.

See you there!
Miss W
Curriculum Leader of Music
 

Instrument Lessons

Please ensure you are going to your instrument lessons at the correct time each 
week. A text will be sent home if you miss it. If you miss three in a row you name 
may be removed from the register. Please come and speak to me if you would like 
to start lessons, no longer attend or you need to change your time.
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Physical Education & Health Physical Education & Health

We want Shenley Academy 
to achieve at least

97% attendance this year!

What does 97% attendance look like?
To achieve 97% attendance students must not 
miss more than six days of learning during the 
school year. We are hoping to reward as many 
students as possible in the summer term who 

have maintained above 97% attendance for the 
year.

Year 7 Football - District Championships Semi Final

Shenley Academy 1 v 1 Bishop Challoner 

(Shenley Academy won 5 v 4 on penalties)

Football match report

As kick off began the Bishop Challoner team immediately started to put pressure 
on us.  However this was not first time we had experienced pressure. We battled 
on but unfortunately this was not enough as we conceded our first goal. 

We knew we had to up our game so we kept 
battling and battling. The moment had come, 
within the last five minutes Nathan Rowe 
threw a long ball into the six yard box and 
Matthew Horton had got on to the end of the 
ball and equalised with  a great header. 
The game continued into extra time however 
there were no further goals taking the game 
to a penalty shoot-out.

We knew this was our chance to continue our 
winning streak into the finals. It was tense, 
but we managed to pull through, winning 5-4.

Report written by Robert Brown and George Alison Y7

Track & Field

Meet at Sports Hall One

Tuesday and Thursday

3.00pm - 4.15pm

 Thursday Satellite 4.00pm - 5.00pm

Boys and Girls (All Years) 

Bring full Shenley Academy P.E. kit and a drink

Athletics Club

Attendance Information
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Saturn College
‘Know your part, play your part.’

Saturn College
‘Know your part, play your part.’

It is my privilege to lead Saturn College.  As with all of the other Heads of College, I 
care deeply about the well-being and development of every student.  As a Head of 
College I am always thinking about solutions to problems that my students are facing.  
It is, therefore, brilliant to see students across the Academy and in Saturn College 
working through barriers, growing in confidence and achieving their goals.  There are 
so many success stories and this is a great place to learn and work.

‘Know your part, play your part!’

Ask any Saturn College student what I ask of them and they will say ‘Know your part, 
play your part!’  A team works best when we all contribute, support those who are 
struggling and celebrate success when we see it.  No part is too small or insignificant…

…if you are scoring the winning goal for the school football team, then thank you!
…if you are getting your homework in on time each week, then thank you!
…if you look after a friend who is upset, then thank you!

This is how communities can achieve their best.  The students in Saturn College are 
wonderfully supported by Ms Fletcher, our Pastoral Support Manager.  In addition, 
my team of form tutors show such brilliant commitment to supporting your children 
both academically and personally every single day.

The final piece of the jigsaw is yourself as a parent or carer.  When the school and 
parents work together and support each other in good times and challenging times, 
the only possible outcome for a student is success.  Thank you for your support!

Mr Wood

The basketball season has been great.  
We’ve all found it very exciting in 
every game we  played.  We were all 
really happy to win the Birmingham 
Championship last week. Everyone 
contributed really well and ‘knew their 
part and played their part.’  This meant 
working as a team, putting our trust in 
each other and believing in each other.  
Hopefully we can keep this winning 
streak going into next year! 

Owen Cunningham S9, Year 7

‘My overall favourite
 year at Shenley.’

Year 11 has been my overall favourite 
year at Shenley. Although exams 
have been stressful, the support from 
teachers has made it enjoyable as we 
begin to start our adult lives at college 
and other further education. It has taken 
a lot of hard work and determination 
throughout the past year.  However the 
outcome when it comes to my results 
will be worthwhile.  If I could give any 
advice to younger students it would be 
to start paying full attention in lessons 
and trying your hardest  now as it will 
make year 11 so much easier when 
it comes around.  It approaches very 
quickly even if it seems far away right 
now!  Once I leave school I hope to 
study science at college and university, 
before becoming a Forensic Scientist.  
This is what has motivated me to try 
and succeed to my best ability. 

Sophie Hall S2, Year 11w/b 
16th 
April 
2018

Ella Banford S1 16
w/b 
23rd 
April 
2018

Rozhina Mahmoudi S2 25
Mackenzie Davis S6 15 Ewan Graham S2 19
Daniel Vail S6 14 Charlotte Francis  S5 18
Amiee-Louise O’Toole S7 14 Cheng-Cheng Fu S2 17
Ellie Major S7 14 Kian Richards S5 17

STARS OF THE WEEK – ACHIEVEMENT POINTS!

Students Speak A chance to hear from students at the 
beginning and end of their time here!
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Eligibilty Criteria
• All students are eligible for the end of half term reward events and end of term 

Drayton Manor trips regardless of previous negative logs or lower attendance. 
• Students have had their negative logs re-set back to 0 and their attendance will 

be for this term.
• You will need, over the next 11 weeks, less than 10 negative logs to have the 

opportunity to access the reward trip. 
• You will have a greater opportunity to join the trip, the lower your negative log 

count is and the higher your attendance, and positive log counts are.

Year 11 Prom

There are still places available for those students that 
want to attend the Year 11 Prom on Friday 6th July 
at Edgbaston Cricket Ground.  This is a wonderful 
evening and a great opportunity to say their goodbyes 
to Shenley and their friends.  The tickets are £35 
each, with the deposit of £10 to be paid as soon as 
possible with the remaining £25 to be paid before 
the end of the year 11 exams.

Students can come to see 
Mrs Benham in CF2 for 
copies of letters, menus 
and contracts as well as to 
pay their money.
Don’t miss out!

Shenley Academy is becoming 
cashless, and accepting payments 
online through Parentpay.

ParentPay offers a highly secure payment site that shows you all the items 
available for payment, relevant to your child and gives you the freedom to 
make payments to the academy whenever and wherever you like either by 
using a debit/credit card or at any PayPoint.

Items available for purchase through ParentPay include replacement ties 
or student planners. Trips and other events are also available to pay on 
ParentPay and students will be issued with letters and a barcode to enable 
payment. 

Visit www.parentpay.co.uk to access your account.

Thank you for your support

Diary Dates! - w/b 07/05/2018
Academy Timetable - week 2

DEAR - period 3
Wednesday 9th May - Y11 Dance & Drama written exams
Wednesday 9th May - Birmingham School Games Table Tennis finals
Thursday 10th May - Y11 Music Solo Recordings
Please check the website for the full exams timetable: 
http://shenleyacademy.e-act.org.uk/useful-info/examination-information/


